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About This Content

A team of unruly mercenaries is given the assignment to take out a corrupt military leader and a rogue operative on a Latin
American island. Their leader: Expendable Clunk! Double the action, triple the explosions and a-ten-hut for the Master of

Metal!

This DLC contains a custom skin for Clunk in Awesomenauts. You need to have Clunk available as a playable character in
order to access the skin in-game. Owning this skin will also unlock the special portrait for use in-game.
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Title: Awesomenauts - Expendable Clunk Skin
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Ronimo Games
Publisher:
Ronimo Games
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10

Processor: Any processor with 2 Cores

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD or NVIDIA videocard with at least 512MB, or Intel HD Graphics

Hard Drive: 3.5 GB HD space

Other Requirements: Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Short version: It's free and furiously fun so unless you're not into planes and flying in the slightest you should try this!

Actual Review: I'll start by simply saying this games incredibly entertaining.

Pros:
-Bug Free as far as I've found
-Nice graphics. Yes they're 2D but they have a nice touch and are well made.
-Actual single player. This is something many F2P games miss. In Alt. you can go up against bots as much as you want.
-Smooth, easy to learn gameplay. It's simple but fast paced and exciting. You can easily fly around without grief from physics
while at the same time they take enough artistic liscense to allow Hollywood esquire dogfight moves.
-Online play isn't absolutely caustic. Most of the time the worst that'll happen to a new player is being told to practice offline.
-Map editor

Cons:
-Few airplanes. Only five are in the game. Some more diversity would've been nice.
-Skins are no longer available. It used to be that you could earn "Community Points" to unlock skins for planes. However the
CPs are disabled but the Skins haven't yet been released to everyone for free.. Not a very good platformer, the visuals are
certainly nice but The problem is that Foxy Moves way too fast for the type of platforming required in this game, This leads to
the feeling of being cheated, if Foxy were to slowly build up speed, or have a run button than this would be forgiven but he
doesn't. This honestly stopped me from playing it. IMHO This game could easily be good if foxy didnt move so damn quick.. A
fun, tight platforming game that really shows how a small handful of mechanics can be pushed extremely far.
Absolutely loving it so far! The visuals are clear, the sounds are awesome, and the gameplay just...feels right.

Also it's oddly amusing watching Mike die, so the trickier segments become a lot more fun, rather than frustrating.

I imagine this game might be fun for speed runners too, given the tightness of the game play. It even has a built in timer!

Definitely reccomending this one! :D. From the publishing house responsible for publishing games that you have bought based
on novel to game adaptations of a certain new york times best selling author, comes a remake of a game you probably haven't
played before, because you're all like twelve, and don't know what's good. Flashback is a remake of a much better game by
french publisher 'Delphine' and it was a god damn masterpiece. This game is still very much french, but obviously tries to
capitalize on the call of duty dollars by having the character shoot all of the mans instead of solving all of the puzzles or
discovering all of the mysteries. the game is designed pretty close to the original actually, besides different item placement and
much more numerous enemies to shoot with your dutycaller9000. The story is also very much intact, though this time done
through full motion video cutscenes with voice actors. The game is still pretty nice, and besides too much shooting early on, and
about the same ammount of shooting later on, it is more or less faithful to the original. If you disagree, the original is included
with this game so it's like you get that too incase you don't like this one. If you play this game, be sure to play on hard, as easy
and normal dificulties are \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing garbage. I hope that ubisoft has plans to develop and re-release a
remake of the sequel 'Fade to Black' so I can complain about that too.. Pretty simple game - you rotate the mass and place the
blocks in a Tetris/Bejeweled sort of way, eliminating sequences by color. Pretty addictive.
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Not worth Buying. I got this DLC through preordering and am glad i didnt pay extra. The weapons are not very good and give
no benefit over the starting ones. DO NOT BUY.. This game is literally better on the 360 DO NOT BUY IT. IT IS LOCKED
AY 30FPS WITH SCREEN TEARING AND TERRIBLY OPTIMIZED. DO NOT BUY. I REPEAT DO NOT BUY. It uses
55% of my GPU at 30fps when bf4 1080p ULTRA uses 70% This game is a PIECE OF S***. I think this is the best city
scenery I've seen for Aerofly FS2. A great deal of effort has gone into the detail, and unlike many sceneries I'm not seeing
autogen buildings placed on top of each other or tress in places they shouldn't be.. its complete crap it copys the style of paper
mario and it says its a free game but you can only play 1 map then you have to pay. This warcraft 3 custom map . . . I mean
tower defense game is what you would expect from new developers. Crappy music, crappy menus and crappy presentation.

Spend 14 bucks feeding the homeless or buying this game? I think you know the answer.. this game is most time comsuming
and definatly fun to play it is early acsess and the servers are not up and running at present but all the more reason to get to
knowhow for building and creating all the many things for playing the game with success, a realy nice game and it keeps getting
better , servers are promised in the next few days good buy if you like nice game play , hunting , creating , fighting , fishing and
good for tribe (clan) play , looting and pillaging great game and best of all fast loading plus you can repawn with your assentials
....much much more. Weird.
I wanted this to be really bad, but it's not.
It actually has some thought put into the puzzles.
The whole thing is just weird. At 71 cents, it is definitely worth your time.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l7LSTFGTQSw&feature=youtu.be
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